Success Stories

Spotify

Snap Ads Live + Discover
Takeover Campaigns
For Spotify's “Year In Music” campaign, the company
partnered with Snapchat to run music-themed Snap Ads in
some of the winter's hottest Live and Discover content.
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The Story

Objectives

To gear up for the new year, Spotify and
Snapchat partnered closely to highlight
and celebrate the music that deﬁned 2015.
Snapchat launched a pop-up Discover
channel which highlighted a different music
genre every day — a perfect ﬁt for Spotify’s
“Year in Music” campaign, their annual
retrospective that lets each listener see
the soundtrack of their year.

• Align Spotify’s “Year in Music” campaign with
Snapchat’s “Year in Review” Discover channel.
• Drive Spotify listeners to see their personal
“Year in Music,” an interactive timeline of how
they — and the rest of the world — experienced
music in 2015.
• Promote the launch of Spotify’s “Party”
playlists — perfect for celebrating the start of
a new year.

Spotify turned up the volume just days later
with Snap Ads in Snapchat’s “NYE Live”
Story to promote their “Party” playlists —
a collection of highly-curated songs, mixed
and approved by the Spotify team. With over
26 million views, Spotify closed out their year
with what they love doing most — helping
more fans discover more music.

Strategy
• Run Snap Ads in Snapchat’s music-themed
pop-up Discover channel, “Year in Review.”
• Align Snap Ads with the theme of the day of
the channel’s music genre.
• Place Snap Ads in “NYE Live,” one of Snapchat’s most highly trafﬁcked Live Stories.
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